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1. Introduction
Pulse applies patented computer vision algorithms [1-2] to measure beating signals and
their parameters from videos of beating cardiomyocytes. It uses deep learning for
detection of noisy signals, enabling robust and accurate measurement of parameters.
The Pulse web-based platform allows for seamless, scalable deployment that is suitable
for high-throughput experiments.

1.1. Features
 Analyzes videos captured on any imaging system.
 Analyzes cardiomyocytes seeded at different densities or in 3D culture.
 Measures the contraction and relaxation beating signals.
 Measures beat rate, beat duration, contraction velocity, contraction displacement,
prevalence of beatings cells, and more.
 Fully automated, no correcting peaks, no manual ROI delineation.
 Enables scalable and fast high-throughput analysis.
 Optional desktop application automates the upload of videos for large
experiments.
 Dedicated user accounts, easy-to-use web interface, and secure and efficient data
management.
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2. Web Interface
After registration at www.pulsevideoanalysis.com, new users will be directed to the
home page as shown below. A demo video has already been uploaded and analyzed to
provide an example of the analysis output. In order to see the analysis plots, click on
Show Plots. To upload a new video, specify the video frame rate and study name, and
click on upload box to select your video(s).
Your video needs to meet the following specifications:
 Format: avi, mp4, or mov
 Frame rate: above 10 frames/second
 Duration: at least 5 seconds
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Once the video is uploaded, it is added to a queue system and analysis will start
automatically. The status will be updated in the Experiment List. Once analysis is finished,
a notification email will be sent. You can also download the results for each video by
clicking on download next to the video name, or you can batch download the results
for all videos in a study by clicking on Download study results.

3. Contractility Analysis
3.1. Beating Signals
The Pulse software converts an uploaded video to an image sequence with the specified
frame rate. The image sequence is then sent to the Pulse analysis algorithms [3-4], which
perform the following:
 Block-wise segmentation of the image sequence.
 Extraction of the motion signal for each block.
 Quantification of the beating signals.
 Clustering of the beating signals into a set of unique signals, each representing a
region of the culture where cardiomyocytes beat in synchrony.
 Noise detection.
The figure below shows the measured beating signals for the contractility demo video.
The top signal is the estimated contraction velocity measured frame-to-frame, which
typically shows the contraction and relaxation as separate peaks. The unit on the y-axis
is pixels per second. The bottom signal is the contraction displacement (in pixels), from
which all automated measurements are derived except for the contraction velocity.
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3.2. Output Files
The output of the Pulse analysis includes the following files:
[videoname]_allsignals.csv: includes data from all signals
[videoname]_measurements.csv: includes measured features of valid signals
[videoname]_summary.csv: summarizes measurements for valid signals.
[videoname]_blocklabels.png: shows the block labels (1,2, ..) and cluster labels (A, B, ..)
[videoname]_maxVelocity.png: a heatmap of the contraction velocity
[videoname]_allmeasurements.csv: includes measured features of all signals
[videoname]_[blockID].png: a plot of the signal measured at [blockID]
If results are downloaded for a study, then summary spreadsheets are generated, with
average measurements for each video and each well.
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Block Labels

Estimated Contraction Velocity Heatmap

Sample Contractility Output Plot
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3.3. Measurements
The following parameters are measured by Pulse:
•

Block ID: The label of a block as shown in [videoname]_blocklabels.png.

•

Cluster Label: The label of cluster the block is assigned to.

•

Beat Rate: The Average beat rate calculated over the duration of imaging.

•

Beat Rate Variation: Standard deviation of beat intervals.

•

Beat Duration (x%): Measured at (100-x)% of peak height, reported in seconds.

•

Peak Height Variation: Standard deviation of peak heights, a measure of beat-tobeat variability.

•

Prevalence: Percentage of beating cells relative to image area.

•

Contraction Velocity: Average contraction velocity in pixels/second.

•

Contraction Displacement: Average contraction in pixels.

•

Contraction Time: Duration of contraction in seconds.

•

Relaxation Time: Duration of relaxation in seconds.
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3.4. Noise Removal
Selecting Yes for “Remove noisy signals” indicates that clusters will be classified as Noisy
or Valid. Clusters are classified using their representative signal. If a representative signal
is classified as noisy, all signals labeled as the same cluster will be removed and ignored
for the Summary calculations. If No is selected for “Remove Noisy Signals”,
[videoname]_measurements.csv and [videoname]_allmeasurements.csv are identical.

Plots of all valid and noisy representative signals are saved in the downloadable results
under Plots/. If no signals are valid, “signals are low quality” will be displayed.
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4. Featured Papers using Pulse
 M. Maddah et al., A Non-Invasive Platform for Functional Characterization of
Stem-Cell-Derived Cardiomyocytes with Applications in Cardiotoxicity Testing,
Stem Cell Reports, 2015

 P. W. Burridge et al., Human induced pluripotent stem cell–derived
cardiomyocytes recapitulate the predilection of breast cancer patients to
doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity, Nature Medicine, 2016.
 E. Masta et al., Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells as a Platform for
Personalized and Precision Cardiovascular Medicine, Physiological Reviews, 2016.
 I. Y. Chen et al., Induced pluripotent stem cells: at the heart of cardiovascular
precision medicine, 2016.
 L. M. Judge et al., A BAG3 chaperone complex maintains cardiomyocyte function
during proteotoxic stress, JCI Insight, 2017.

5. References
1. US 9,569,845 (2017) Method and system for characterizing cell motion
2. US 9,355,459 (2016) Method and system for characterizing cell motion
3. Maddah M. & Loewke K. Non-Invasive Characterization of Stem Cell-Derived
Cardiomyocytes from Phase-Contrast Microscopy. Proceedings of Medical Image
Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI), 2014.
4. Maddah M., Heidmann J., Mandegar M., Walker C., Bolouki S., Conklin B. &
Loewke K., A Non-invasive Platform for Functional Characterization of Stem-CellDerived Cardiomyocytes with Applications in Cardiotoxicity Testing. Stem Cell
Reports. 4(4), 621-631, 2015 (Cover Image.)
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1. Introduction
Pulse applies patented computer vision algorithms [1-2] to measure beating signals and
their parameters from videos of beating cardiomyocytes. The web-based platform
allows for seamless, scalable deployment that is suitable for high-throughput
experiments.

1.1. Features
•

Analyzes videos captured on any imaging system.

•

Analyzes cardiomyocytes seeded at different densities or in 3D culture.

•

Measures the contraction and relaxation beating signals.

•

Measures beat rate, beat duration, rise time, fall time, prevalence of beatings cells,
and more.

•

Fully automated, no correcting peaks, no manual ROI delineation.

•

Enables scalable and fast high-throughput analysis.

•

Optional desktop application automates the upload of videos for large
experiments.

•

Dedicated user accounts, easy-to-use web interface, and secure and efficient data
management.
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2. Web Interface
After registration at www.pulsevideoanalysis.com, new users will be directed to the
home page as shown below. A demo video has already been uploaded and analyzed to
provide an example of the analysis output. In order to see the analysis plots, click on
Show Plots. To upload a new video, specify the video frame rate and study name, select
the type Calcium, and click on the upload box to select your video(s).
Your video needs to meet the following specifications:
•

Format: avi, mp4, or mov

•

Frame rate: above 10 frames/second

•

Duration: at least 5 seconds
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Once the video is uploaded, it is added to a queue system and analysis will start
automatically. The status will be updated in the Experiment List. Once analysis is finished,
a notification email will be sent. You can also download the results for each video by
clicking on download next to the video name, or you can batch download the results
for all videos in a study by clicking on Download study results.

3. Calcium Analysis
3.1. Beating Signals
The Pulse software converts an uploaded video to an image sequence with the specified
frame rate. The image sequence is then sent to the Pulse analysis algorithms [3-4], which
perform the following:
•

Block-wise segmentation of the image sequence.

•

Extraction of the motion signal for each block.

•

Quantification of the beating signals.

•

Clustering of the beating signals into a set of unique signals, each representing a
region of the culture where cardiomyocytes beat in synchrony.

•

Noise detection.

The figure below shows the measured beating signal for a calcium video.
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3.2. Output Files
The output of the Pulse analysis includes the following files:
[videoname]_allsignals.csv: includes data from all signals
[videoname]_measurements.csv: includes measured features of valid signals
[videoname]_summary.csv: summarizes measurements for valid signals.
[videoname]_blocklabels.png: shows the block labels (1,2, ..) and cluster labels (A, B, ..)
[videoname]_allmeasurements.csv: includes measured features of all signals
[videoname]_[blockID].png: a plot of the signal measured at [blockID]
If results are downloaded for a study, then summary spreadsheets are generated, with
average measurements for each video and each well.
Block Labels
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3.3. Measurements
The following parameters are measured by Pulse:
•

Block ID: The label of a block as shown in [videoname]_blocklabels.png.

•

Cluster Label: The label of cluster the block is assigned to.

•

Beat Rate: The Average beat rate calculated over the duration of imaging.

•

Beat Rate Variation: Standard deviation of beat intervals.

•

Beat Duration (x%): Measured at (100-x)% of peak height, reported in seconds.

•

Peak Height: Unit-less measure of contractile strength.

•

Peak Height Variation: Standard deviation of peak heights, a measure of beat-tobeat variability.

•

Prevalence: Percentage of beating cells relative to image area.
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3.4. Noise Removal
Selecting Yes for “Remove noisy signals” indicates that clusters will be classified as Noisy
or Valid. Clusters are classified using their representative signal. If a representative signal
is classified as noisy, all signals labeled as the same cluster will be removed and ignored
for the Summary calculations. If No is selected for “Remove Noisy Signals”,
[videoname]_measurements.csv and [videoname]_allmeasurements.csv are identical.

Plots of all valid and noisy representative signals are saved in the downloadable results
under Plots/. If no signals are valid, “signals are low quality” will be displayed.
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4. Featured Papers using Pulse
•

•
•

M. Maddah et al., A Non-Invasive Platform for Functional Characterization of
Stem-Cell-Derived Cardiomyocytes with Applications in Cardiotoxicity Testing,
Stem Cell Reports, 2015
P. W. Burridge et al., Human induced pluripotent stem cell–derived
cardiomyocytes recapitulate the predilection of breast cancer patients to
doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity, Nature Medicine, 2016.

•

E. Masta et al., Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells as a Platform for
Personalized and Precision Cardiovascular Medicine, Physiological Reviews, 2016.

•

I. Y. Chen et al., Induced pluripotent stem cells: at the heart of cardiovascular
precision medicine, 2016.

•

L. M. Judge et al., A BAG3 chaperone complex maintains cardiomyocyte function
during proteotoxic stress, JCI Insight, 2017.

5. References
1. US 9,569,845 (2017) Method and system for characterizing cell motion
2. US 9,355,459 (2016) Method and system for characterizing cell motion
3. Maddah M. & Loewke K. Non-Invasive Characterization of Stem Cell-Derived
Cardiomyocytes from Phase-Contrast Microscopy. Proceedings of Medical Image
Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention (MICCAI), 2014.
4. Maddah M., Heidmann J., Mandegar M., Walker C., Bolouki S., Conklin B. &
Loewke K., A Non-invasive Platform for Functional Characterization of Stem-CellDerived Cardiomyocytes with Applications in Cardiotoxicity Testing. Stem Cell
Reports. 4(4), 621-631, 2015 (Cover Image.)
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1. Installation
Pulse has an optional desktop software application that enables analysis of thousands of
videos for high-throughput experiments. You can download the desktop software from
the link on the top bar of the main page as shown below.

You need to download and unzip the file in a preferred location on your computer
(typically the computer of the system capturing videos).
Desktop Software Version: v2.01
System Requirements: Windows 10 or macOS Mojave

2. Run
To run the upload application, simply double-click on pulseUpload.exe. You should see
a window appear after a few seconds:
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First enter your account details (same email and password you use when logging in to
the Pulse website). Then specify the type of video and choose a directory of your videos.
The upload software will then automatically process and upload all videos within the
directory. The name of the directory will be used as the study name. After upload, you
can go back to the Pulse website to view your videos under the Experiment List.

3. Change Default Configuration
There is an optional configuration file called pulseConfig.txt, which you can edit as
follows:

Basic parameters:
•

email: enter your account email to pre-populate the login screen

•

password: enter your account password to pre-populate the login screen

•

rootdir: enter the default folder location for browsing for video folders

Advanced parameters:
•

fps_brightfield: the frame export rate for brightfield videos (default 24)

•

fps_fluorescence: the frame export rate for fluorescence videos (default 36)

•

framesize: set this to the height of your original movies for proper displacement
scaling (default 512)

•

removenoise: set to yes or no for removing noise signals (default yes)
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